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In 2005 the Moroccan Ministry of Habous and Islamic Affairs initiated the first session of a
program to train women spiritual guides known as mourchidate. Their task is to provide religious
instruction and counseling to women, children and men in a variety of venues including local mosques
throughout Morocco. The program also includes parallel instruction for males who upon completion earn
the title of imam and serve by contrast as prayers leaders and spiritual guides in local mosques. During
the month of Ramadan last fall, 167 imams and nine mourchidate expanded their potential pool of clients
by traveling to Western Europe and Canada to temporarily offer their services to Moroccan emigrant
communities residing there. Described by official sources as ‘unprecedented’ in the Musim world, the
program aims to address the inadequacies in the foundation of Islamic knowledge among underprivileged
population groups that came to light as a result of the bombings in Casablanca in 2003. While this tragic
expression of violence constituted the most immediate impetus, the implications of the decision to
institute this new role for women are much broader. To investigate these implications, this paper provides
a preliminary examination of the dynamic interplay between this and other innovative measures instituted
by the current king Mohammed since his ascension to the throne in 1999, the demands and activities of
oppositional groups and organizations whose impact prepared the ground for these innovations and the
framework of structures and values that underpin the political system over which the king presides as the
absolute authority. Furthermore, it investigates the micro-sociological parameters into which this role is
being integrated and the potential outcomes of this integration.1 It begins with a description of the
mourchidate program.
Mourchidate: Transmitting Islam of the State
The term mourchidate, though translated variously in the French and English language media
since the creation of the twelve-month training program,2 is best translated as spiritual guide. It is the
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Arabic word that articulates the most precisely the services offered by women graduates from the
program, which number fifty each year. The program also graduates 150 males annually with the title of
imam, which corresponds to the services they offer. For the formation of the program’s first cohort, there
were 745 initial applicants for imams, of which 230 were interviewed and 160 were selected to enroll in
the program with the goal that 150 would successfully complete it. The initial applicants for mourchidate
training numbered 515, of which 100 were interviewed, and sixty selected in the hopes of ending with
fifty graduates. For the second session, there were only 537 initial applicants, 280 interviewees of which
160 were admitted to the program, which would graduate 150 males in all. In the case of the mourchidate
section, 1027 initial applications were received, doubling those for the first session, 130 of the applicants
were interviewed and sixty were selected to participate in the program. The interviews comprised two
parts, academic and Qur’an recitation. The requirements to qualify for the imam and mourchida
components are identical with the exception that the male applicants have to know the entire Qur’an by
heart, while the females must have memorized only one half of the text. The other requirement entail
being under 46 years of age as of the end of December of the current year, holding a bachelor’s degree
(license) from a Moroccan university or a diploma of recognized equivalence and having received the
highest grades of his or her university graduating class. Each session begins in April or May and lasts for
twelve months.
The program extends the parameters of existing Islamic educational institutions in terms of
intended outcome and methodology. The students, men and women alike, are trained by with members of
the High Council of ‘Ulama’ (religious scholars) appointed by the king. They take courses in a variety
fields ranging from religious dogma and practice to the sociology of religions, and including psychology
and the sciences. Their training also encompasses courses in computer skills, economics, law and
business management, as well as Arabic language, Qur’anic chanting techniques and Muslim history and
geography. In order to improve their skills in mediation, session in the art of preaching and
communication have been integrated into the program. Sports had to be eliminated for mourchidate due to
lack of time in their schedule. There are a total of thirty-two subjects in a total of 1,350 hours of
instruction divided in three segments of fifteen weeks each. The program envisions a new approach to the
role of imam, to which it has added a new female counterpart the mourchida, and prepares men and
women students destined for these roles accordingly. Mourchidate receive 5,000 dirhams ($560) monthly,
and great effort is made to place them in locations near their families.
The main thrust of the program, according to statements by the Minister of the Habous and
Islamic Affairs Ahmed Toufiq and other officials made public in online media articles, press releases and
postings on the ministry’s website, is for the men and women preachers to spread the message that Islam
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is tolerant and modern in an effort to curb the growth of religious radicalism that is “not part of
Morocco’s culture.” Through their work, they will seek to prevent “the intrusion of foreign agents who
are trying to violate our values and traditions” and “attempting to undermine Morocco’s more tolerant
Muslim traditions.” Furthermore, according to Toufiq, mourchidate, who like their male counterparts, are
expected to remain committed to their faith and the politics of the state, will play a “role in the
transmission of religious knowledge while respecting Moroccan identity.” “Society is like a human body
and body needs to be looked after. It needs to be fed and its health has to be preserved,” said Toufiq. The
role of mourchida will encompass “instructing women in basic religious duties, responding to their
questions on ethics and practice, in particular those related to the daily life of women and families, and
explaining the religious foundations of our culture in an effort to protect the conscience of children, in
particular adolescents,” whom they will “accompany and orient.” They will carry out these tasks in
mosques and other administrative institutions including prisons, factories, associations and high schools.
In many media sources, this new role for women has been deemed unprecedented in the Arab world, as
well as in the entire Muslim world, and is seen as having the potential to set an example and to inspire
other governments to follow suit. With regard to the extension of the program into Western Europe and
Canada during the month of Ramadan 2008, according to a statement issued by the ministry, the program
is “part of its efforts to provide spiritual support to Moroccans abroad during the holy month in hopes of
protecting them form “delinquent” discourses in the West and to preserve their national heritage.” Toufiq
expressed high hopes for the mourchidat, saying, “Their role can go far beyond what is expected – far
beyond what the imams in the mosques are expected to do.” He hopes to increase the number of places
for women at the seminary to 150 – the same as imams.
The reactions of Moroccan Islamic revival and reform organizations, made pubic by the media,
have varied. According to Mustapha Ramid of the Justice and Development Party, the main opposition
group with 43 seats in the 325-member parliament, the mourchidate training is a positive development
because “in Islam, men and women are equal.” According to an official statement, the head of the youth
group of Morocco’s most extreme Islamic revival and reform association Justice and Welfare predicts that
the program “will have no effect on the ground.” Hassan Bennajeh, whose group, which is influential
though not recognized by the state, preaches non-violence, explained critically that, “The power behind
this initiative is the same as the one that commits acts contrary to Islam, notably degrading moral values.
The initiative, therefore, will only have a limited impact on the population.” Abdelwahed Motawakil, the
secretary-general of Justice and Charity, which is banned in Morocco, said that he believes that the new
women preachers are just instruments of government propaganda. “If you take the idea in the abstract, I
must say that it is an excellent idea, because it gives an opportunity for women to participate in an area
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that has been monopolized by men. But if you look a little deeper and analyze the motives, you will find
out that it is part of a strategy adopted by the regime to control the religious field and not to leave that
field open for their opponents – the Islamists. So they want to control that area and convey their official
view of Islam.” With the exception of the latter statements, most of the media coverage portrays the
program, and in particular the new role for women, in a positive light.
The role of mourchida, although it is presented in the media solely as the complement of the male
role of imam in an innovative preacher training program, is ultimately part of a much more extensive
strategy intended to systematize, monitor and ensure uniformity in religious practice and religious
educational activities throughout the country. In conjunction with the creation of the mourchida and imam
training program, a handbook, accredited by the Ministry of the Habous and Islamic Affairs, was
produced. Each year, the graduates from the ministry’s program, fifty mourchidate and 150 imams, upon
successful completion of their program of study, are obliged to sign a contract verifying their
commitment to respect the directives and orientations in the handbook. The handbook was also intended
for distribution to all the religious leaders throughout the country. To this end, fifty thousand copies of the
handbook were printed, and training sessions in the form of a televised program in Arabic and the three
Amazigh languages were prepared for all imams and religious employees. In addition to the handbook
and imam and mourchida training program, means for the public transmission of Islamic knowledge in
keeping with Moroccan standards were created, including a Qur’an station and the television station
Assadissa with an internet broadcast, which unlike the televised imam training sessions, are currently
broadcast only in Arabic language. The latter are beyond the scope of this paper, but the handbook, which
is integral to the mourchida and imam training and future job responsibilities, is worthy of further
elaboration.
According to the ministry’s official website (www.habous.gov.ma), the goal of the handbook,
which is also available only in Arabic, is to equip the religious functionaries with a document that will
assist them in the preservation of the form of the management of the religious domain and cultural unity
characterizing the Moroccan context. It aims to establish harmony among all the voices in the religious
domain. It encompasses four foundational pillars, namely ‘Asha’rite dogma, Malikite school of law,
which is open to the other schools of jurisprudence and adaptable to new realities, Sufism and Sufi ethics,
which prioritizes spirituality, and the political approach embodied in the institution of the leadership of
the believers3 as a pillar of spiritual tranquility for Moroccan citizens. The handbook, like the program in
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its entirety, for which it was written, consolidates and elaborates in concrete and clear terms the religious
perspective of the king and the government of Morocco, while providing the means for inculcating this
perspective in the agents of its transmission and, by extension, those members of the population who offer
these agents their respect and attention.
More specific details on the handbook, as it presents the content of the teachings of the future
mourchidate and imams, as well as the other religious leaders in Morocco, are appropriate here.
According to the ministry’s website, the handbook is designed to achieve the objective of preserving the
functions of the mosques, in particular their inviolability, while striving to ensure the tranquility of their
attendees. The handbook encompasses six principal chapters: 1) Integrated Approach to Religion, 2) The
Role of Preaching in Spiritual and National Growth, 3) Management of Religion with Regard to the
International Environment, 4) Respect for Religious Practice and Judgment, 5) Models of Religious
Ritual and 6) Friday Sermons and the Role of the Preacher. Chapter one elaborates the four foundational
pillars listed above, and emphasizes that the need to securely anchor them became an urgent necessity in
order to ensure the doctrinal unit of the country. Chapter two calls for placing emphasis on spiritual
development in the process of preaching and orienting the faithful in order to inculcate in them the values
of spirituality. Chapter three insists on respect for the principles of cohabitation and the basic rights of
not-Muslims living in Muslim countries and adherence to all conventions and international treaties that
are not in opposition to the shari’a. Chapter four emphasizes the fact that the choice of Malikite law as the
sole official state religious ritual and legal framework is the result of objective consideration, guided in
particular by the necessity of assuring the unity and cohesion of the nation and of avoiding all forms of
discord. It responds to scholarly, pedagogical, judiciary and political necessities, and insists that
renouncing this ritual and legal framework constitutes an unacceptable act that can lead to several dangers
with scholarly and social dimensions. Chapter five articulates the models of religious worships and
practices that are currently in force in Morocco, the majority of which are based on their general religious
legitimacy and scientific and pedagogical objectives. The sixth and final chapter recommends that the role
of the preacher conform to a number of objective rules, such as to incite people to moderation and
equilibrium, to encourage certain forms of gatherings and love towards others and to promote positivism
instead of the nihilism. Concerning the role of the preacher, it specifies that it is not limited only to leader
the prayers, but also includes functions in the spiritual and temporal domain, such as taking practical
initiatives to reconcile difference among members of the congregation and to encourage acts of
benevolence and patronage to the benefit of penal establishments, old people's homes and other such
institutions. The handbook contains all the rules to which the employees in religious positions must
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conform so that the mosque can play its exemplary role with respect to the preservation of the principles
of the nation.4 This handbook is an integral part of the broader public religious education program.
The entire program can be assessed on one level as an act of authoritarianism, a move to
strengthen the ability of the king and his government to influence the ideas and actions of Moroccans
living throughout the country, as well as those residing abroad as temporary emigrants or expatriates.
Simultaneously, however, it seeks to recognize and welcome, in particular through the work of the imams
and mourchidate, participation by members from a broad range of groups that were formerly marginalized
or whose presence was not always officially acknowledged, including women, Imazighen and members
of Sufi orders, not to mention the disadvantaged groups specifically targeted to receive the services of the
mourchidate. The program can be perceived as increasing the authority of the state, tightening up of its
control and reiterating an authoritarian approach, on the one hand. On the other hand, it reveals a
tendency toward liberalization and a significant change particular with regard to gender. Ultimately, the
ideological discourse of the program is one that is meant to include rather than exclude and to open the
door to those who wish to accept the views and conditions it offers. It is aimed at enhancing through
education and increased involvement, thus expanding the proliferation of its own approach as a means to
curb the growth of groups oriented toward violence and exclusionary approaches. In an attempt to
understand its underpinnings and implications and to begin to gauge its future impact, the following
section will locate this new strategy within both the spectrum of other policies undertaken by the king and
an overall trend that has emerged since he took the throne in 1999 against the backdrop of a rough sketch
of wider developments in the second half of the 20th and the first decade of the 21st centuries. It seeks to
reveal and elaborate the roots of the pluralist, gender equitable and moderate Islamic elements of the
king’s message.
The King’s Policies: Pluralism, Gender Equality and Moderate Islam
The public religious education program described above can be seen as a supplementary
component that enhances a complex system of techniques developed over time to ensure that the
Moroccan king retains power and a monopoly of influence over the functioning and policy development
of the government, as well as to perpetuate adherence to the Islamic perspective of the state. This system
secures the framework for the regime under Mohammed VI, which is currently among the most stable in
the Muslim world, as it did for those of his predecessors. Since his ascension to the throne, Mohammed
VI has distinguished himself as promoting a political approach that constitutes the polar opposite of that
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of his father and predecessor. In examining constellations of power and their dynamics, scholars drawing
on Foucault and other theorists have analyzed the way discourses form and reform these constellations
over time (Hammoudi 1997; Mahmood 2005). Their focus has been primarily on the means by which
power is maintained, and manner in which groups with alternative perspectives position themselves in
relation to the dominant discourse on power in order to embody their alternative perspective, to articulate
their demands and to attain their goals. Less attention has been paid to the gradual transformations in the
dominant discourse that are implemented over time as a result of instances when the acquiescence to these
demands is granted in minor and major ways. A preliminary exploration of this process with regard to
three such groups in the Moroccan contexts provides insight into the foundation from which Mohammed
VI was operating when he intitiated the training program described above and made the decision to
include women.
The parameters defining the monarchy and maintaining its legitimacy have been in place since
the founding of the current ‘Alawite dynasty in the 17th century. Like his predecessors, Mohammed VI
bears the title of amir al-mu’minin, or the Commander of the Faithful, sharif, or descendant of the
Prophet Muhammad, and caliph, or successor of the Prophet as head of the Muslim community.5 These
titles underscore the status of Islam, and in particular the state’s approach to it, as the official national
religion. The practices constituting the annual ceremonial renewal of these titles, besides ensuring the
absolute authority of the king and the unconditional obedience of the Moroccan population to him, are
replete with symbolic references to Sufi elements inherent in its roots and underpinnings.6 These
ceremonies represent the relationship between the king and his subjects as parallel to that of the masterdisciple relationship in the Sufi context, and the king’s role mirrors that of the Sufi saint with intercessory
powers in particular with regard to his status, authority and role vis-à-vis the parliament (Tozy 1999).
These titles, and their ceremonial renewal, contribute to the state’s strategies to encourage Sufi affiliation.
It is within this deeply engrained structure for power maintenance that Mohammed VI has distinguished
himself through his political actions as being democratic, liberal and even on occasion a feminist.7
His decision to initiate the public religious education program expands the range of techniques
geared towards preserving the domination of the state approach to Islam and maintaining control over
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Islamic revival and reform groups, and constitutes one of several ways in which his policies represent a
radical break from those of his father and predecessor Hassan II. The latter’s strategies to the same end
included strict governmental control of higher religious education and of access to mosques (Tozy 1999;
Zeghal 2005). His approach to these and other oppositional groups were often tainted by corruption and
repression, particularly during the final decade of his 38-year reign. They paralleled those of other
contemporary authoritarian leaders in North Africa and the Middle East, who likewise through their
approaches created an atmosphere of exclusion and alienation. By contrast, the measures instituted by his
son, in addition to the public religious education program, include the admission of members of a nonviolent oppositional Islamic group as candidates in political election and as members of Parliament. These
and other tactics and strategies, like his public persona, represent an extreme divergence from those of his
father and predecessor. The extent of this divergence can be explained in part as resulting from attempt on
the part of Mohammed VI to learn from his father’s mistakes. It can also be seen as deriving from his
young age, his belonging to a different generation and his upbringing in a very different age, as well as
the times he is currently living in. However, these conditions also apply to young men who are
propagating an extremist interpretation of Islam and perpetrating acts of violence in its name, including
Osama bin Laden. Ultimately, Mohammed VI’s openness to innovative change must be understood as
resulting from a combination of factors, including the cumulative impact of the decades of persistent
demands for change made by members of various groups and organizations, and gradual changes brought
about by their actions, as individuals and groups, on the political culture.
The first important group to have their demands addressed is that of women activists. From the
beginning of his reign was poised to prioritize women’s issues. The incremental advances achieved
through years of struggle, persistence and pioneering endeavors on the part of women activists, operating
as individuals, groups and organizations, inspired his stance. Since independence in 1956, the number of
women receiving an education, entering the workforce and participating in politics, as voters and
politicians, has risen immensely. Moroccan feminists have unceasingly endeavored to promote women's
empowerment by disseminating information about opportunities, services and projects to improve the
conditions of women’s lives through their NGOs and community-based groups. Their activism has been
essential to modernization, paving the way for the development of civil society and democratic culture. It
has raised the awareness among those in positions of authority that women can play a significant role in
all walks. Mohammed VI willingness to honor the demands by women’s rights activist, which grew out
of these developments, is articulated most prominently in his approval of changes to the personal status
code in favor of women. This achievement, like others, depended on their networking, their broad
outreach and their goal of improving the socio-economic standing of women in the population at large.
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While their insistence on gender equality provided the impetus for the inclusion of women as
mourchidate, their networking and broad outreach, especially to women on the margins in urban and rural
settings, and the success of these techniques, offered one model for the public religious program.
These developments have also had a gradual impact in the religious sphere before and after
Mohammed VI’s ascension to the throne. Three significant events mark this impact. The first event is
Hassan II’s inclusion of a woman reading from her own composition of Prophetic praise poetry in the
1993 nationally televised, official state birthday celebration of the Prophet Muhammad in the Great
Mosque in Casablanca. Tradition breaking and unforgettable for the many Moroccans who viewed it, this
event was a first step toward gaining recognition of women’s right to access to and authority in the
religious sphere.8 The second event, which ultimately paved the way for the creation of the role of
mourchidate, took place ten years later in 2003. In a radical break with official protocol, the king invited a
woman, Dr. Rajaa Naji el-Mekkaoui, an expert in family law at the Mohamed V University in Rabat, and
one of the architects of the mourchidate program, to give the Ramadan lecture at the royal palace in
Rabat, an event attended by members of the government, high-ranking military officials and foreign
ambassadors. It was the first time ever that a woman was permitted to enter the room where this event
was held, let alone to speak before such a distinguished male audience. This event, which, like the first
one, was broadcast on national television, set the stage and began to prepare the country for the future
mourchidate. The image, according to el-Mekkaoui, which many Moroccans saw, has facilitated the
establishment of the mourchidate program. Finally, in July of 2005, 104 women ‘ulama’ (religious
scholars) were designated to serve on official religious councils. Thirty-five of them were appointed to sit
on the ‘ulama’s regional councils and sixty-eight on the councils of local branches. All of these events
constitute initial steps toward the modernization of the religious landscape.
The second major group to gain recognition and to have a gradual, but significant, impact on
Moroccan political culture, and ultimately on the policies of Mohammed VI, is that of activists calling for
the revival of Amazigh language and culture. In the 1970s this group of activists formed a movement to
promote official acknowledgement of their linguistic and cultural heritage.9 They rejected the status of
Arabic as the official language and primary language of instruction in the public education system as well
as all areas of the media alongside French, while Tamazight speakers, according to some activist, make
up close to fifty percent of the population. They expanded Tamazight news coverage through radio and
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television broadcasts and newspapers, and encouraged cultural activities in the areas of literary
production, musical performance and later films, to further their cause. They also established Amazigh
cultural centers in major and minor urban centers that would facilitate networking and stimulate cultural
and political awareness. Finally, in 2002, Mohammed VI acquiesced to their demands by opening the
Royal Institute for Amazigh Culture, thus honoring a long-standing promise made by his father. The
institute’s initial, central task has been to develop a program of Amazigh language instruction in the
Moroccan public school system. In a parallel fashion to the women’s movement, the Amazigh linguistic
and cultural revival movement served as an example of broad base outreach to marginalized and less
privileged population groups.
A third group whose presence, perspective and activities have also contributed to the formation of
the background and inspiration for the pubic religious education program is the Qadiri-Boutchichi Sufi
Order. The order has been actively recruiting high school and college students across Morocco, and
young professionals in larger urban centers, who form the basis of the order’s membership. Through local
men and women’s circles, they attracted new members from more marginalized groups. For more
engaged male members, in addition to weekly dhikr gatherings, an extensive program of evening
educational gatherings is available. For female members, the group activities occur less frequently, and
the educational offerings occur primarily during the dhikr. The membership in the order has increased
significantly over the last decade. In addition to offering the third example of successful efforts to create a
national and international network, the success of its recruitment campaign also demonstrated the
existence of widespread interest in religious group and community affiliation. In December of 2002, the
relationship between the state and the order was cemented with the appointment of the high-ranking
Qadiri-Boutchichi shaykh Ahmed Toufiq as head of the Ministry of the Habous and Islamic Affairs, and
the designation of another Qadiri-Boutchichi shaykh Dr. Ahmed Kostas, who had been in charge of
recruitment and spiritual guidance of circles in the U.S. for close to a decade, to serve as his chief
deputy.10 Since his appointment, Toufiq, drawing on his experience in the Qadiri-Boutchichi Sufi Order
has served as the primary initiator and architect of the public religious education program.
Building a broad base of participants has been a key element in all three of these models. The
2003 Casablanca bombings underscored the necessity of attending to the needs of and of reaching out to
underprivileged and marginalized groups. The socio-economic inequity, rampant in Morocco for decades,
is a common theme in the rhetoric of opposition groups of varying political perspectives, which they link
to widespread corruption. Mohammed VI has shown his consciousness of this necessity to show his
10
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concern for this inequity in a couple of ways. At the time of his wedding, he generously covered the
expenses for young couples from all over Morocco to travel to the palace to be wed. Shortly after the birth
of his son in 2003, he released from prison first-time minor offenders, showing his new sensitivity to
parental love. Furthermore, he subsidized vacations in France for the victims of the Casablanca bombings,
demonstrating his sympathy for their losses. The individuals targeted by these displays of generosity stem
from underprivileged and marginalize groups. It was in the aftermath of the bombings that the urgency of
focusing on these population groups became evident. The public religious education program constitutes
one means of articulating concern for the daily life conditions of these population groups and of
extending a sense of inclusion. The decision to create a network that would offer them services and
monitor their religious affiliation through the program drew, at least in part, on the models of the three
groups described above. Furthermore, network building is the central method of recruitment employed by
Islamic revival groups in Morocco and worldwide.
Another factor that seems to have contributed to the Mohammed VI’s decision to create the
program, and in particular to include women in it, is the awareness that the rest of the world is watching.
Having the reputation of being a country where violence periodically erupts can be detrimental to tourism,
an important industry in Morocco, and to trade and political relations with Western powers, which are
also crucial to Morocco’s economy and standing in the world. Ensuring that Moroccans residing in
Europe and Canada avoid membership in questionable groups and organizations and involvement in
violent activities also aims at promoting a positive image and respectable international reputation. Adding
mourchidate as women representatives of the state to the mix sends a message that he is an advocate of
gender equality, and that Islam, in particular the approach to it that is at the basis of Morocco’s cultural
heritage and political system, promotes democratic values further enhances this image and reputation.
Mourchidate in Local Context
Women in Morocco, as well as in other Muslim contexts, as I have asserted elsewhere,11 have
long played, and continue to play today, significant roles in the transmission of Islamic knowledge.
Women’s participation in educational endeavors took place in formal and informal institutionalized
educational contexts, with and alongside men. Most frequent however were their roles as instructors in
Islamic educational campaign initiated by Sufi orders of which the current practices of the Moroccan
Qadiri-Boutchichi Sufi Order constitutes a prominent contemporary example. The QadiriyyaBoutchichiyya, though portrayed in most scholarly studies as growing out of an initiative by members of
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the Moroccan intellectual elite (Sedgwick 2004; Haenni and Voix 2007), and drawing adherents from this
population group, also appeals to less privileged groups, particularly with regard to the women’s circles
dhikrs. For a couple of decades the order has maintained an active recruitment program that attracts male
and female high school and college students, as well as urban professionals. Members from these groups
make up half or more of the participants depending on the location, but illiterate or less educated women
also attend on a regular basis. The young female students are encouraged to attend the annual camp held
in Birkan in August where they meet other young female members like themselves, and intensify their
knowledge of Islam, Sufism and praise poetry chanted in the women’s dhikr held in the order’s zawiyas
throughout the country. The most advanced among them are encouraged to take on leadership roles in
their local women’s circles. These roles include directing the recitation and chanting, as well as giving a
lesson on fiqh or hadith during dhikr, which are held in Moroccan or local Amazigh languages and
directed in particular toward the illiterate or less educated participants. These lessons constitute an
educational experience that parallels and supplements other educational opportunities available to women
in local communities, including literacy and simple math classes, and other Sufi ritual and educational
practices.12 It is among these types of mono-gendered educational experiences involving women
instructors, which are not threatening to traditional understandings of women’s roles and behavior codes
and already familiar to some of the women,13 that the teaching component of the mourchidate’s
responsibilities is situated.
It is the location of the teaching session in the mosque and the elevation of women to the status of
religious authority in that context that is innovative and potentially controversial. According to alMekkaoui, it is “out of habit that we think that religious laws don't allow women into the priesthood, but
once a woman overcomes these obstacles, she will become more acceptable. After her lecture at the
palace in 2003, publicized on national public television, “setting up the mourchidate program became less
difficult, because people had this image of a woman in a religious context,” she explained. Nonetheless,
for many Muslims it is still an enormously provocative step. “There has been intense opposition from
some imams,” al-Mekkaoui elabored further. To reassure imams who opposed the mourchidate program,
the High Council of ‘Ulama’ issued a fatwa banning women from leading prayers. Women should
perform their prayers silently, the council explained, while the imam is supposed to pray out loud.
Mourchidate could contribute to the eventual alteration of these traditional views.
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Furthermore, those job responsibilities that take the mourchidate into other mixed-gendered
venues such as schools, prisons and hospitals where they must interact with male and female clientele, as
well as administrators and staff, challenge to traditional values regarding women’s comportment. The fact
that their work entails unmonitored, self-structured movement in the public sphere, and that their
schedules are not predetermined or supervised, is more controversial. The adjustments that will be made
by the mourchidate, their clientele and administrative employees in the institutions where they perform
their services, specifically that of recognizing women as religious authorities and specialists operating as
independent agents, is the aspect of the role that will have the most liberating effect, according to
responses by mourchidate regarding their understanding of their role and their work experiences in this
preliminary stage of its existence.
Most mourchidate present their new positions in a positive light, especially when they reflected
back over the training period and initial phases of work. They recount the pride, elation, enthusiasm and
motivation they feel towards their mission, which were particularly strong during the training program
and the first months. These feelings were spawned by the sense of being part of a new program, an
important mission. The mission allows them to participate in promoting the true face of Islam, in teaching
a tolerant Islam to underprivileged and marginalized groups and in attenuating any drifts towards Islamic
extremism, according to some mourchidate. For others, their mission entails modernizing Morocco’s
religious landscape and propagating a positive image of Islam, one that promotes forgiveness, compassion
and peace. Many describe the most significant aspects of their job as consisting of organizing discussions
and lectures in order to teach women, but also men, the values of Islam and to provide guidance,
information to answer their religious questions and concerns and moral support through times of
difficulty. They believe that women are suited to this new role because women “make good preachers
since God made them more patient, compassionate and sensitive than men.” This positive emotional
engagement was replaced by more realistic attitudes, in many cases, when the actual work began.
In recounting their initial and ongoing experiences and reactions to the conditions of their job
responsibilities, most mourchidate explained that there were positive and negative aspects, and that some
tasks were easy, while others were more difficult. Presenting Islam in a positive light is easy, and not
new, as it has always been part of transmitting Islamic knowledge, they asserted. Nor does difficulty arise
from being a woman, since Islam makes no distinction between men and women, and women have
always participated in similar tasks, according to others. The most positive experiences they have had
occur in conjunction with lectures held before all women audiences in mosques, which are followed by
informal discussions and lessons. With time a relationship develops between the attendees and the
mourchida, and the women are able to articulate questions and recount problems of a more personal and
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intimate nature. This level of rapprochement is unattainable when working with males, adolescent or
adult.
Difficulties arise primarily from having to go out and meet people on the street, and in schools,
prisons and hospitals, to initiate direct contact with people in space other than the mosque and to engage
in conversations with them about their personal lives, problems, difficulties, disappointments and failures.
Some difficulties are also encountered when interacting with administrative personnel in the abovementioned institutions. Their initial encounters constitute moments of negotiation, of asserting their status
as experts, although they are women. Their higher education achievements, their BA degrees and
mourchidate training certificate, facilitate this process. Age also plays a role. Gaining the respect of the
personnel is not always immediate, but the situation improves with time. A similar process is necessary
when working with the clients. Because this work entails opening up on a more personal level, it
progresses more slowly if at all. This kind of dialogue can be tedious especially with male clients, due to
deeply engrained constraints related to gender but also culture.
Another area that presents challenges is the workload. Most mourchidate are assigned to more
than one, frequently numerous mosques. On some levels, their role can be viewed as similar to that of
itinerant social workers. Traveling from village to village, town to town or from one neighborhood to
another within one urban context takes time. Counseling must sometimes be scheduled in the late
afternoon or early evening, resulting in work days that exceed eight hours on a regular basis. Juggling this
schedule with family responsibilities adds up to an overwhelming situation. While managing a double or
triple burden is not that uncommon for working women in other domains in Morocco, the number of
mosques, and therefore individuals, communities and institutions that mourchidate are required to
regularly interact with, is currently in many cases untenable.
An additional problematic aspect is the potential for physical harm. Although considered
nonexistent or highly improbable by most, two conditions of their work make physical harm a real
possibility. Attempting to pursue the responsibility of “accompanying and orienting” their clients, as
mentioned above, sometimes entails late afternoon or evening meetings, often in the homes of the clients.
While this in itself could pose threats, traveling back home alone after dark could be dangerous in some
locations. Furthermore, in keeping with one of the main goals of the program, the clients often live in
parts of towns and cities inhabited by the disadvantaged where crime rates are high. In addition, these
areas are considered fertile ground for Islamic extremist recruiters, the reason for the choice of target
population group. The fact that some extremists are prone to violence, and could perceive the
mourchidate as a threat, constitutes an additional factor contributing the potential for physical harm.
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Mourchidate are required to maintain regular contact with their local administrative institution and to
report any suspicious behavior or activities. Seeing their job as at least partially entailing “spy work” and
therefore potentially dangerous, though uncommon, was nonetheless one realistic reaction that surfaces
among mourchidate. More often, however, their presence is understood as a deterrent, or that it would
force extremist groups to relocate or reorganize their recruiting strategies, instead of considering harming
mourchidate.
Most mourchidate remain optimistic. They believe that they capacity for managing the demands
of their assigned communities, mosques and other institutions will improve over time. The networks they
are building will strengthen, the conditions of peoples’ lives will improve and the extremist threat will
diminish. Furthermore, as new cohorts emerge from the program the size of each assignment could
decrease.
Concluding Remarks
There is no doubt that the official admission of women to the ranks of religious experts, and
institutionalized representatives of the state in the religious domain, is an achievement worth celebrating.
However, the causes for the celebration are somewhat exaggerated and slightly misrepresented. The role
of mourchidate, though deemed the first of its kind in the Arab and the Islamic world, is not completely
without precedence, even with regard to their inclusion in the recent Ramadan mission to Canada and
Western Europe. While it is the first state program in the Arab world, in the broader Muslim world it is
second after Turkey. In the 1950s, Turkey initiated a program for women mosque preachers, some of
whom were sent to Germany in the 1980s and 1990s during the height of honor killings outbreak in
Turkey that led to instances in Germany and other European countries. Furthermore, since the late 1980s
women belonging to Sufi orders and Islamic revival and reform groups, with varying degrees of religious
training, have positioned themselves in local mosques to preach, offer lessons and counseling and lead
prayers and rituals in a variety of location in the Arab world, including Syria (Kalmbach 2008) and Egypt
(Mahmood 2005). In the case of Cairo, the practice became so widespread that the state began requiring
that the women obtain state certification or discontinue their preaching sessions. While being officially
recognized, designated and paid by the state does make a big difference, Muslim women have headed a
wide range of traditions of ritual and religious educational practices for centuries.
Furthermore, the ministry website and media coverage of the mourchidate program portrays it as
a major achievement in the area of gender equality, which it is on some levels. However, as illustrated
above, the role of mourchidate when compared with that of the imams graduating from the same program
exhibits some inequities and exploitative dimensions. The imams, unlike the mourchidate, are trained and
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eligible to lead congregations in prayer. In addition, although their numbers are threefold that of
mourchidate, their work centers on a limited number of mosque communities, whereas mourchidate are
assigned a larger number of mosques, which can be located great distances apart. Furthermore, at least in
some locations, mourchidate hold their preaching sessions in rooms on the side of the mosques, which are
specifically designated for women and entered by way of external doors, as they have no internal means
of access to the interior of the mosque. Ultimately, in these cases, mourchidate never enter the main part
of the mosque where the men pray. In addition, their role encompasses offering counseling in other
institutions, resulting in potentially putting themselves in the way of danger and assuming a workload that
is often hardly manageable for one person. The number of women admitted to the program has yet to be
increased although the number of women applicants the second year was double that of the first year. On
the other hand, as the minister of the Habous and Islamic Affairs Ahmed Toufiq has spoken of an
increase, and has articulated his commitment to regularly assessing the program and adjusting it by
necessity, plans to improve this situation may already be in the making.
In spite of these exaggerations and misrepresentations, the intention behind the creation of the
role definitely signals a positive change. It is one of a number of signs that the decades of struggle and
commitment on the part of activists in a variety of areas have not been in vain. It was the changes that
they fostered that led to the emergence of a king who is much more receptive to their demands and
expectations. He has acknowledged their demands and expectations through his policies, and validated
their approaches and perspective by integrating them into his strategies. This ongoing progress awakens
hope that the role of the mourchidate will eventually be expanded and transformed to correspond more
closely with that of imams, as well as inspire future projects for elevating women’s status in the religious
and other spheres.
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